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Abstract: 

Effective tools must be developed that include consideration of biodiversity in the 

traditional forest planning process. The objective of this study is to present a 

spatial habitat suitability model that could be included in the optimization of long-

term forest planning where the problem can be solved with an exact solution 

method. This could be an advantage, since, e.g. many forest planning systems 

available today are designed for problems that could be solved with an exact 

solution method. The habitat model consists of two parts: suitability assessment of 

stand-wise conditions and spatial conditions. To investigate whether the model 

works in a realistic setting, we used a case study and applied the model to the 

habitat demands for Hazel Grouse (Bonasa bonasia L.). The results from the case 

study indicate that the model is effective for including spatial habitat 

consideration and that the model could be used for creating different degrees of 

the clustering of habitats. Further, the loss in net present value as a result of the 

spatial habitat demands was limited in the case study. We suggest that this 

modeling approach could be extended to other species with large area 

requirements and add to the existing tools for forest biodiversity assessment in 

forest management planning.  

Keywords: Hazel Grouse, mixed-integer programming, optimization, spatial 

planning  
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Introduction 

Since many forest species and habitats are considered to be under threat from 

forestry aiming at timber production, biodiversity issues have become important 

focal points in strategic and tactical planning for sustainable forest management 

(Heywood, 1995; Fries et al., 1998; Larsson and Danell, 2001; Tittler et al., 2001). 

One tool for including consideration to biodiversity in the traditional forest 

planning process is habitat suitability models (Marzluff et al., 2002; Larson et al., 

2004; Edenius and Mikusiński 2006; Spies et al., 2007). Habitat suitability 

denotes the capability of an area to provide conditions for species to meet their 

needs for food, shelter, and reproduction (Turner et al., 2001). It could be 

envisioned as an “envelope of environmental and vegetation requirements within 

the species” (O’Connor, 2002). Because inclusive habitat descriptors may be 

extracted from variables stored in forest databases (e.g. age of forest and tree 

species composition), habitat suitability modeling has appeal for forest 

management planning (Felix et al., 2004; Edenius and Mikusiński, 2006). In the 

case of species with limited area demands, simple tabulation of forest 

characteristics may suffice to quantify habitat suitability. However, for species 

with area requirements that exceed the size of a typical forest stand, habitat 

planning must be performed at the landscape scale, i.e. encompass several forest 

stands simultaneously (e.g. Larson et al., 2004). Such landscape simulations are 

capable of detecting temporal bottlenecks in future availability of habitat for 

model species and thereby avoid management situations that provide inadequate 

habitat for the species in a given landscape (Mikusiński and Edenius, 2006). 
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The focus when using habitat suitability models (hereafter habitat models) in 

forest planning is primarily to investigate the potential habitat area for certain 

species if a certain management plan is applied (i.e. an answer for the “what if” 

question)(e.g. Gustafson et al., 2006; Vospernik and Reimoser, 2008). Another 

approach is to include the habitat models in the problem formulation and the 

optimization (i.e. an answer for the “how to” question). How should the forest 

area be managed if a certain area of habitat is desired? This question assumes that 

the habitat demand is included in the optimization part of the planning process. 

Unfortunately, when habitat models are included in the optimization, the 

complexity of the management problem will increase, depending on if the habitat 

model requires spatial information or not. In general, the first step in the 

optimization process is to simulate yields for different treatment schedules1 for a 

number of values, e.g. standing volume for different species and harvest volume. 

The next step is to select a schedule for each stand with the help of an 

optimization method so that the objective is maximized or minimized with 

consideration to the constraints. With this approach, the time-consuming 

simulation does not need to be done for each combination of treatment schedules. 

However, this approach requires either optimization methods that could consider 

spatial relationships between stands (e.g. for species with large area requirements) 

or the use of non-spatial habitat models. In a non spatial habitat model, only 

information about the stand is required (e.g. stand age, tree species composition) 

and no information about the neighborhood is needed to decide whether a stand 

consists of suitable habitat or not (e.g. for species without area requirements). The 

definition of whether a stand consists of habitat for a certain management activity 

                                                 
1A treatment schedule is a sequence of treatments e.g. regeneration, thinning, clear cutting or 

doing nothing, for a planning unit from period 1 to the end of the planning horizon.  
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in a period could be decided during the simulation phase. In such cases, the 

amount of habitat could be expressed as a linear sum of the area over the 

treatment schedules for the landscape and the resulting planning problem could be 

solved with linear programming, which is a traditional optimization method for 

solving linear problems. On the other hand, in spatial habitat models, information 

about the conditions in the stand and the conditions in surrounding areas is needed 

for deciding whether the stand qualifies as a habitat. The complexity of the 

management problem will then increase, since whether a stand qualifies as a 

habitat or not will depend not only on the management activities in the stand but 

also on the activities in surrounding stands. The amount of habitat can no longer 

be expressed as a linear combination of the treatment schedules over the whole 

landscape. As a result, when including spatial habitat demands in the 

optimization, traditional linear programming with continuous variables cannot be 

used.  

 

Many studies that included spatial habitat models in the optimization have solved 

the stated management problem with a heuristic method (e.g. Bettinger et al., 

2003; Hurme et al., 2007; Tikkanen et al., 2007). The reason for this, is e.g. that 

integer variables must be used, the non linear relationships or the limited size of 

the problems that can be solved with an exact solution method. However, even if 

heuristic methods are designed for solving complex problems and nonlinear 

relationships, a heuristic method cannot guarantee that the optimal solution to a 

specified problem will be found, and must be specially designed for, or at least 

adapted to, the specific problem. An alternative to heuristic methods is to use an 

exact solution method, such as mixed-integer programming with the branch and 

bound algorithm (e.g. Hof et al., 1994; Rebain and McDill, 2003; Wei and 
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Hoganson, 2007; Öhman and Wikström, 2008; Zhang et al. 2009). This approach 

has a number of advantages. First, the optimal solution to the specified problem 

can be found. Second, the parameterization connected to using a heuristic method, 

which often is time-consuming and sensitive both to problem type and forest 

conditions, is avoided. Further, many forest planning systems available today are 

designed for problems that could be solved with an exact solution method 

(Heureka, 2008).Traditionally, one limitation when using exact solution methods 

has been the time required for solving complex problems and, connected to this, 

the limited size of the problems that can be solved. However, recent developments 

in optimization software systems and computer hardware have increased the scope 

for solving large scale problems within a reasonable time (Johnson et al. 2000; 

Atamtürk and Svavelsbergh 2005). 

 

The objective of this study is to present a spatial habitat model that could be 

included in the optimization of long-term forest planning where the problem can 

be solved with an exact solution method. The habitat model used in this study 

includes both suitability assessment of stand-wise conditions and evaluation of 

spatial context of the stand in a broader landscape. The model gives the decision 

maker possibilities to test a range of plans with different spatial layouts (i.e. 

different degrees of spatial aggregation of habitat). To investigate whether the 

model works in a realistic setting, we used a case study from northern Sweden and 

applied the model to the habitat demands of Hazel Grouse (Bonasa bonasia L.), a 

relatively specialized forest grouse species with respect to habitat requirements. In 

the case study the resulting management problem is solved with a traditional 

branch and bound algorithm, which is a standard algorithm for solving mixed-

integer problems. 
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Materials and Methods 

Model formulation 

The habitat model for describing if a particular stand is a habitat consists of two 

parts: stand-wise conditions and spatial conditions. Both  types of conditions must 

be fulfilled before a stand qualifies as a habitat. The stand-wise conditions are 

dependent only on the selected management for the stand. Depending on the 

needs of the species, a number of conditions should be fulfilled (e.g. the stand 

should have a certain age, volume, tree species composition, etc.) before the stand 

could qualify as a habitat. The second part expresses the spatial needs of the 

species. Within the fixed neighboring area of a stand, a certain percentage of the 

area (corresponding to a species’ required amount of habitat and spatial 

distribution) should fulfill the specified stand conditions. The neighboring area is 

defined as the area within a circle with a radius of a specified number of metres 

from the centroid of the stand (Fig. 1). 

 

The habitat model is included in a traditional forest planning problem consisting 

of selecting management activities (e.g. thinning, clear-felling or do nothing) for 

every stand in the landscape during a planning horizon so that the net present 

value (NPV) from future activities is maximized. This objective is subject to that 

only a certain percentage of the area is to be felled each period and to the demand 

for a certain habitat area. As can be seen in the formulation below, the problem 

formulation is built on the concept of a treatment schedule. Consequently, the 

model is an example of a standard model I formulation (Johnson and Scheurman, 

1977), except for the habitat demands. 

 

The mathematical formulation of the problem is as follows: 
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ijx  = binary decision variable that takes the value of 1 if stand i is 

assigned to treatment schedule j 

iph  = indicator variable that takes the value of 1 if stand i consists of 

habitat in period p 

I = set of stands in the landscape 

iL  = set of stands that are included in the neighboring area for stand i  

Mip = set of treatment schedules for stand i that fulfill the stand-wise 

habitat conditions in period p 

iJ  = set of treatment schedules for stand i 
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P = set of periods in the planning horizon 

Nip = set of treatment schedules for stand i that cause clear cutting in 

period p 

ijD  = NPV from period 1 to infinity from stand i and treatment schedule 

j 

T = the minimum number of hectares within the neighboring area of a 

stand that should fulfill the stand-wise habitat conditions before the 

stand could qualify as a habitat 

ila  = the amount of area for stand l that is included in the neighboring 

area of stand i 

iA   = area for stand i 

pH   = minimum number of demanded hectare of habitat in period p 

pR   = maximum hectare of clear-cut area in period p 

 

Equation 1 specifies the objective function, i.e. to maximize the NPV from future 

management activities. Equations 2–5 are connected to the habitat demands. To 

describe if a stand consists of habitat in a certain period, an indicator variable, hip, 

is used. When this variable, hip, takes the value 1, stand i consists of habitat in 

period p. Equation 2 specifies that the variable hip could only take the value of 1 if 

stand i is managed with treatment schedules that cause stand-wise habitat 

conditions in period p. Equation 3 specifies that hip could only take the value of 1 

if a minimum number of hectares, T, within the neighboring area of stand i are 

managed with treatment schedules that fulfill the stand-wise habitat conditions. It 

should be noted that both equations 2 and 3 must be fulfilled before stand i 

qualifies as a habitat and the variable hip could take the value of 1. If the variable 
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hip could take the value of 1, in line with equation 2 and 3, equation 4 will force 

hip to take the value of 1, as long as the demand for a minimum number of 

hectares with habitat (equation 4) is not fulfilled. Equation 5 specifies that the 

variable hip could only take the value of 0 or 1. Equation 6 ensures that the clear-

cut area in each period not exceed a certain number of hectare. Finally, equations 

7 and 8 ensure that all stands are assigned exactly one treatment schedule. 

Case study 

To illustrate this approach, we applied the general habitat model to the habitat 

needs for Hazel Grouse in the Krycklan watershed (64°14’ N, 19°46’ E) 

approximately 50 km northwest of Umeå, northern Sweden . This area was 

selected because it is, in many respects, typical for managed forest in this part of 

Sweden and it represents a size relevant for management of larger forest holdings. 

Furthermore, we had access to detailed forest data for this area. The total area is 

6700 hectares of which 6098 hectares is productive forestland divided into 904 

stands. The forest data for the area was estimated by the k-nearest neighbor 

method (kNN) (Reese et al., 2003) with stands delineated with the algorithm 

developed by Hagner (1990). The major part of the Krycklan watershed is 

forested with Norway spruce (Picea abies L.) in low-lying areas and Scots pine 

(Pinus sylvestris L.) in dryer upland areas.  

Habitat model for Hazel Grouse 

Hazel Grouse is a game species that has been proposed as an indicator of forest 

biodiversity at the landscape level (Jansson and Andrén, 2003). It is used as 

indicator of landscape continuity in the European NATURA 2000 network and 

also as indicator of high natural values of forests in Sweden’s work on 

environmental quality objectives. The link between forest and landscape 
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management and the species occurrence has been quantified and modeled in 

several countries (Åberg et al., 2003; Mörtberg and Karlström, 2005; Mathys et 

al., 2006;  Müller et al., 2009; Longru et al., 2010). In Fennoscandia, Hazel 

Grouse inhabits mixed forests and mostly feed on buds and catkins of deciduous 

trees, viz. downy Birch (Betula pubescens) and alder (Alnus glutinosa and A. 

incana), and use norway Spruce (Picea abies) for cover (Åberg et al., 2003). The 

foraging resources and cover must be in close proximity to fulfill the habitat needs 

of Hazel Grouse (Swenson, 1993). One pair requires 15–25 ha of suitable habitat 

with interpatch distance usually limited to a few hundred meters (Åberg et al., 

1995). Therefore, in landscapes that lack large habitat patches (e.g. managed 

forests), the distance to and degree of resource dispersion in neighboring forest 

stands thus define, along with stand quality, habitat suitability for Hazel Grouse. 

We defined Hazel Grouse habitat as forest stands containing at least 25% spruce 

and 10–40% deciduous trees (by volume) that were at least 20 years old. To 

accommodate the spatial aspect (i.e. landscape level requirement), we followed thr 

recommendation for the species made by Angelstam et al., 2004 that there should 

be at least 20 ha of suitable habitat within 565 m (100 ha) from the center of each 

stand (i.e. landscape threshold set at 20%, T=20). This approach des not explicitly 

employ inter-patch distance as a parameter; however, we assume that used 

landscape level threshold and species-specific scale employed (100 ha) account 

for the spatial dispersion of habitat and its connectivity. In addition, the study area 

is a contiguous forest land and in this kind of matrix, Hazel Grouse is moving 

more efficiently between habitat patches in comparison with semi-open 

landscapes (Åberg et al., 1995). Stands that did not fulfill these requirements were 

considered unsuitable (i.e. stands were classified as either habitat or nonhabitat).  
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Generation of treatment schedules 

The planning horizon was set to 100 years and divided into 20 periods of 5 years 

(i.e. P was set to 20). Treatment schedules and future forest conditions (e.g. age 

and volume of spruce and birch, etc.) for the stands were simulated using the 

Heureka system. The Heureka system is a newly developed planning system for 

multiple-use forestry (Heureka, 2008). Each treatment schedule consists of 

different timing for the allowed silviculture activities (i.e. thinning and clear- 

cutting with appropriate regeneration following a harvest). For each stand, 

schedules that favored timber production, schedules that favored the stand-wise 

conditions of Hazel Grouse and a no-treatment alternative were generated. In 

total, 22167 treatment schedules were generated, or an average of 25 schedules for 

each stand. Economic data used (timber, regeneration, and harvesting costs) for 

calculating the NPV for each schedule were based on a timber price list retrieved 

from the 2008 pricelist for the forest owners organization in northern Sweden and 

were considered representative for the region. NPVs were based on a 3% discount 

rate.  

Optimization algorithm 

The stated problem was solved using a traditional branch and bound algorithm. 

The model was formulated with the AIMMS 3.8 optimization modeling system 

(Bisschop and Roelofs, 1999), and solved from within AIMMS with ILOG™ 

CPLEX 11.0. The software was run on a PC with a 2.8 GHz Pentium 4 processor 

and 1.5 GB of RAM. In the case study, a convergence bound of 1% was used. 
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Results 

Besides the basic definition for Hazel Grouse, where T is set to 20 hectares, the 

stated management problem was solved for two additional values on T; 0 and 40 

hectares (Table 1). This was done to investigate the possibilities of creating 

different spatial layouts with different degrees of clustering of the habitat. A T 

value on 0 hectares, represents a situation where no spatial consideration is 

included in the definition for habitat, and a T value on 40 hectares, represents a 

situation with quite high spatial consideration. With a T value on 0 the initial 

amount of habitat is 1374 ha, a T value on 20 gives 1118 ha and a T value on 40 

gives 559 ha.  Irrespective of the value of T, the minimum habitat demand was set 

to be 10% of the productive area in the end of all periods (i.e. pH was set to 610 

for all periods in equation 4). In all three cases the accepted clear-cut area in each 

period was set to 10% of the productive landscape area (i.e. pR  in equation 6 was 

set to 610 for all periods).  

 

The amount of habitat is, because of the restriction, always equal to or more than 

610 ha. For cases b and c the amount of habitat is balancing on the demand in 

almost every period. However, for case a, the amount of habitat is decreasing over 

time (Fig. 2). In order to analyze the resulting layout of habitat over time, the 

number of habitat areas and the mean and maximum size of these areas were 

calculated. A habitat area is here defined as a group of contiguous stands where 

the stands fulfill the stand-wise conditions and the spatial definitions in line with 

the definition of T for being a habitat. The value of T had a clear effect on the 

resulting spatial layout of the habitat. This is reflected in the number of areas as 

well as in the mean, maximum, and minimum size of habitat areas after harvest in 
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a planning period (Fig. 3). The differences in the spatial layout could also been 

clearly seen in the habitat maps for period 10 (Fig. 4). When no spatial 

consideration is included (case a), the habitats are spread out all over the area with 

many small habitats. With an increased value of T, stands consisting of habitat 

become more aggregated and the number of small isolated habitats decreases.  

 

To evaluate whether the proposed model had any effect on the harvest levels, the 

predicted harvest volumes in each period for each case were recorded (Fig. 5). It 

seems that the effect both on total harvest volumes and over time with an 

increased T value is modest. The amount of clear- cut area is, because of the 

restriction, equal to or less than 610 hectare in every period. The trends over time 

for clearcut area follow the trend for harvest volume for all three cases. 

 

The reduction in NPV with an increased T value is shown in Table 1. It appears 

that it is possible to create aggregated habitats with a moderate decrease in NPV. 

Finally, the solution times are shown in Table 1. The solution times increase with 

an increased T value. 

 

Discussion 

This study illustrates one modeling approach for including spatial aspects of 

habitat, in addition to stand-wise factors, in an optimization model that could be 

solved with exact optimization methods. To be able to use exact solution methods 

could be an advantage even if an exact solution method does not necessarily 

produce the optimal solution to the real forest management planning problem 

but only the exact solution to the formulated model of the planning problem. 
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The alternative to using exact methods could be to using heuristic methods. 

However, there are problems with using a heuristic method, e.g. when dealing 

with many constraints because of problems in the relative weighting of these 

functions. Further, since the resulting problem could easily be solved with e.g., a 

traditional branch and bound algorithm, it could be included in available forest 

planning systems building on exact solution methods such as the Heureka system 

(Heureka, 2008). Forest managers could then produce different long-term plans 

with traditional timber production objectives and habitat demands for different 

species. As a result, it could work as a tool to learn more about the trade-off 

between different objectives such as NPV and available habitat area. We consider 

this an important and necessary step to better manage biodiversity in forest 

planning. 

 

Habitat suitability models are, by necessity, simplifications of reality, focusing 

only on a limited number of factors deemed important for species to meet their 

life requirements. For example, habitat suitability models do not take biotioc 

interactions into consideration (Van Horne, 2002). Despite these shortcomings, 

the strength of a generalized habitat model, like the one presented in this paper, is 

that it could easily be adapted to the needs of other species by changing the 

definitions of the stand-wise and spatial conditions. An extension of this would be 

to develop models for generic habitat suitability indicators, i.e. “synthetic species” 

that incorporates the needs of many real world species (Hirzel et al., 2001).  

Further, by including habitat demands for different species, the model presents the 

possibilities of optimizing for the needs of multiple species. However, in such 

cases, the number of variables and constraints will increase. This could also lead 

to that there will be conflicting demands between the different species that 
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increase the complexity of the problem and the problem will be more difficult to 

solve. Another strength of the model is that it could be combined with other 

restrictions used in traditional forest planning and the problem could still be 

solved with exact solution methods. However, including, e.g. even wood flow 

constraints would probably increase the solution time. In a case study by Öhman 

and Eriksson 2010, it was indicated that when the wood flow restrictions were 

excluded from the problem, the solution time decreased substantially.  

 

The results of the case study showed that it is possible to increase the clustering of 

habitats by increasing the T value (i.e. the number of hectares within the 

neighboring area of a stand that fulfill the stand-wise habitat conditions before the 

stand could qualify as a habitat). Maintaining a clustered arrangement of habitats  

in a fragmented landscape is essential for many species, since it is linked to levels 

of connectivity (e.g. D’Eon et al., 2002) and considered a positive step for 

biodiversity management (Moilanen and Wintle, 2006). Further, the effect on 

harvest volume and the cost of increasing the clustering seems to be limited. In 

our study, the harvest pattern was almost the same in all three cases. The number 

of habitat patches, on average over the periods, was 91 for case a, 29 for case b 

and 12 for case c. Despite this spatial consideration, the reduction in NPV 

between cases a and b was negligible and the reduction in NPV between case a 

and c was only 3.9%. This is consistent with other studies showing that the cost 

for including spatial consideration seems to be small (Nelson and Finn, 1991; 

Yoshimoto and Brodie, 1994; Öhman and Wikström, 2008). One explanation for 

the relatively low cost in the case study is the definition of habitat connected to 

the stand-wise conditions that results in a relatively good supply of potential 

habitat for Hazel Grouse over time in the landscape. With more demanding stand-
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wise definitions, e.g. an increased minimum limit for the proportion of deciduous 

trees or an increased age definition the amount of stands that could qualify as 

habitats would decrease and the cost would increase.  

 

Even if the results from the case study seem to be promising, they raise a few 

issues that need to be discussed. First, all possible treatment schedules were not 

generated in the case study even if the schedules that were generated were the 

most practicable. It had been possible to generate more schedules since there is 

nothing in the model formulation that prevents this. However, this could lead to 

that the solution time increases since the problem size increases. More available 

schedules would also probably lead to that the reduction in NPV would have 

decrease if these additional schedules favour both timber production and habitat 

production. Second, the projected habitat areas do not necessarily “connect” over 

time. However, the habitats in one period are, in most cases, adjacent to or overlap 

with the habitats of the following period even if there is no guarantee this will 

occur. Third, the case study that we used applied the model only to Hazel Grouse. 

However, we argue that Hazel Grouse is a well-studied species of high societal 

interest being also a good indicator of forest value from a biodiversity perspective 

and already used as a tool in practical management of biodiversity (Jansson and 

Andrén, 2003; Longru et al., 2010). In addition, as pointed out the habitat 

parameters in the model could be changed so as to accommodate the needs of 

other species. Next, the definition of suitable habitat for Hazel Grouse used in this 

study applied cutoff values, and a higher degree of realism would have been 

achieved if we had used continuous data. Better realism could also have been 

achieved if we had access to more detailed data on tree species composition; 

alder, for example, is an important food substrate for Hazel Grouse, but it was not 
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possible to distinguish this species in the forest database. The quality of habitat 

data in terms of spatial and thematic resolution is still not satisfying. Manton et al. 

(2005) demonstrated large discrepancies among different forest data based on the 

remote sensing having large consequences for the habitat suitability modeling. 

Hopefully, new technologies used for describing forest structure and composition 

(e.g. airborne laser scanning) will allow for better match between ecological 

requirements of species and available habitat data in habitat suitability modeling 

in the future (e.g. Breidenbach et al., 2010).         

  

Since fragmentation and loss of habitat are two of the largest threats to biological 

diversity in forested landscapes (Fahrig, 2003), establishing physical connectivity 

of habitats is a necessary step in landscapes with limited amounts of suitable 

habitat remaining (Mikusiński et al., 2007). The habitat suitability models for 

species with larger area requirements are important tools for achieving this. We 

hope that the concept presented here for including consideration of habitat 

demands, where the habitat model includes both stand-wise and spatial 

definitions, will contribute to the available tools for including ecological 

requirements of species in forest management planning. 
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Table 1 Value for T, net present value (NPV), total harvest volume, and solution 

time for all investigated versions of the model formulation. T is the number of 

hectares within the neighboring area of a stand that should fulfill the stand-

wise habitat conditions before the stand could qualify as a habitat.  A T value 

of 0 represents a situation where no spatial consideration is included in the 

definition for habitat, a T value of 20 is the basic definition for Hazel Grouse, 

(Bonasa bonasia) used in the case study and a T value of 40 represents a 

situation with quite high spatial consideration 

Case Value for T NPV (106 SEK2) Total harvest volume (103 m3) Solution time (s)

a 0 118.9 1442 9.7
b 20 118.5 1433 20.7
c 40 114.3 1364 188.4

 

 

 
     

 

                                                 
2Net present value is in Swedish kronas (SEK)  
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Figure captions 

 

Fig. 1. The neighboring area is defined as the area within a circle with a radius of 

a specified numbers of metres from the center point of the stand. 

 

Fig 2. Amount of habitat over the planning horizon. 

 

Fig. 3. a) Number of habitat areas b) mean size of habitat areas, c) maximum size 

of habitat areas, and d) minimum size of the habitat areas after harvest in the end 

of each period during the planning horizon. It should be noted here that a habitat 

area is defined as a group of contiguous stands where the stands fulfill the stand-

wise conditions and the spatial definitions for being a habitat. 

 

Fig. 4. Spatial layout of the habitats areas after harvest at the end of period 10 for 

a) case a, b) case b, and c) case c.  

 

Fig. 5. Harvest volumes over the planning horizon for cases a, b, and c. 
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Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3.  
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Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 5. 
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